
Available  
in a bucket or 
small canister

You may be putting enough disinfectant in each bucket, but is your 

disinfectant maintaining its recommended concentration level?  

It may not be if you are cleaning with cotton rags or microfiber.  

That’s because cotton rags or microfiber wipers can soak up 

and “bind” the disinfectant, so the solution stays in the rag or 

wiper.  KIMTECH* WETTASK* Wipers are specially designed to 

maintain disinfectant concentration without binding during use 

and the original, closed-bucket system reduces the risk of cross 

contamination and exposure to chemical vapors and splashes.  

• Use with your preferred disinfecting solution

• Enclosed system to reduce risk of cross contamination 

• Guaranteed to reduce your chemical usage by at least 30%

Optimize your disinfection  
efficiency with the KIMTECH*  
WETTASK* Wiping System

We help create exceptional healthcare 
environments by empowering your 
team with education, engagement 
tools and solutions.
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9355 Blue Grass Road
Philadelphia, PA 19114

www.pjponline.com
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800.992.3430

#167427 Packed 6/90 
Mfg No.  06411

WIPER WETTASK 12x12.5 KIMTECH

#167429 Packed 12/35 
Mfg No.  77320

WIPER WETTASK 12x12.5 KIMTECH SMALL CANISTER

Available 
in a bucket or 
small canister

also available at 

PJP has a vast selection of all types of 
Janitorial supplies to best help serve 
you. Please contact your PJP Sales 
Representative today! 

compatible with
programs from


